
lass insulated nickel clad copper conductor heat resistant wire T  is made of nickel clad copper wires which
are flexible and highly resistant to heat and corrosion  and covered with glass fiber  aximum operation temperature of
this series is ℃

onstruction

onductor

Several nickel clad copper wires  are stranded to make a conductor

onstruction of the conductor is shown in below table   has lower conductor resistance and

more flexibility than nickel wire

Insulator

onductor is double served with glass evenly if the nominal sectional area of the conductor is 

Sq  or more  braided with glass yarn instead of having the serving process  braided with glass yarn

and baked with silicone varnish on the surface to make an insulator

olor The standard is two red spiraled stripes on the white ground

pplication
Widely used as lead wires of electric heaters or wirings in high temperature equipments where

especially resistance to heat and corrosion is required  haracteristics

haracteristics

Smaller in diameter and lighter with the same allowable current  because the volume resistivity is

 of nickel conductor

asy to process and wire  because it is softer than nickel conductor

The thickness is  times of normal nickel coated wire  μm  ickel vs  copper area

ratio  approx  

The conductivity varies depending on changes in temperature  ven if used continuously under a

temperature of ℃  the conductivity varies only slightly

The tensile strength varies only slightly when even if used under a temperature of ℃

Using nickel as the surface material  far more resistance to corrosion than copper wire

table
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shielding

thickness
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shielding
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resistance
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